
Morton Salt

1188 - 3 Lb Coarse Kosher Salt Foodservice
Morton Food Service Kosher has long been enjoyed by chefs for its taste, texture and ease of use. It is considered a fundamental
ingredient for restaurant and foodservice establishments that can be used to bring out the natural flavors of a wide variety of
dishes. The coarse texture of Morton Kosher Salt makes it easy to grab and sprinkle just the perfect amount, allowing you to easily
control the amount of salt you add to all your cooking. The compact flakes perfectly adhere to food for ideal flavor enhancement.
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Coarse Salt Flakes - These coarse, flat flakes are larger than regular table salt crystals, making them easy
to pinch for measuring and sprinkling
Aluminum spout allows for controlled pouring and is recloseable
Stackable and easy to store
Other Applications include -  brining poultry, rimming margarita glasses, seasoning grilled meats and
vegetables, roasting, and preparing marinades and rubs

Salt, Yellow Prussiate of Soda Free From:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

Morton Salt Morton Salt Grocery

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

F117020000B 1188 10024600017029 12/3 lbs

Gross Weight Net Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

39.3lb 36lb USA Yes

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

15.75in 12.13in 7.13in 0.83ft3 10x6 999DAYS 32°F / 99°F

Store in a dry, cool place.

Salt's rate of use is dependent upon
its specific application.

Ready to Eat
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